
LightningFlow created by The Migration Company is a patent pending, trademarked 
solution that accelerates infrastructure, data and application migrations by up to 70%. 
LightningFlow v3 introduces a SaaS version to complement our existing appliance 
offering. LightningFlow is the world’s fastest route to cloud. 

LightningFlow Server and SaaS Service 
Application Transparent (non-intrusive zero downtime implementation)  
Accelerate 1Gb and 10GB connections by up to 70% 
10x Advanced Data Deduplication & Optimization 
Seamless replication from third party data sources with advanced security and 
optimisation features  
Consistent Data Management Platform across all environments 
Industry leading efficiencies giving you more for less 
Common set of security and protection policies with advanced capabilities such as 
Ransomware protection 
Enhanced application performance up to 10x faster 
Intelligent use of connectivity options 
Data reduction across network  
Reduce data egress and ingress costs   



Contact
E-mail: sales@themigration.co        Phone: 1300484151        Web: www.themigration.co

Our Inspiration 
“When we started TMC in 2018, we promised the market to deliver 40 percent faster 
migrations, while we were able to achieve it, [the migration] was a very manual process 
including a lot of configuration and effort to make the process faster. With LighningFlow, 
it’s plug and play and it’s a product instead of a whole bunch of consulting services. 
Through this process we quickly realised that LightningFlow was able to increase perfor-
mance for connectivity for end users and organisations alike which is a far greater appli-
cations over and above enabling migrations which we can now accelerate by up to 70% 
through our technology. ” – Roux Visser 

Connectivity Options
Satellite (coverage of 93% of the Australian geography & 99.7% service availability) 
Microwave (Rapid, reliable deployment where Fibre/Copper unavailable) 
Fibre (fully dedicated fibre optic point-to-point connectivity) 
Connect from your office, datacentre, or cloud within 60 seconds 

The turnkey LightningFlow solution is available as a subscription service that provides 
a configurable stack based on your unique requirements for migration acceleration and 
regional or remote edge computing scenarios. 
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File Sharing - Windows, Mac (CIFS)

File Sharing - Unix (NFS)

Mail-Exchange (MAPI, Encrypted MAPI)

Mail-Notes

SharePoint

Web-HTTP, HTTPS, Internet

ERP-Oracle, SAP NetWeaver

Backup & Replication

Document Management

Software Distribution - SMS

Virtual Desktops (ICA, RDP)

Database-MS-SQL

Database-Oracle SQL

ERP-Fast Client

FTP
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